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1. Introduction.  Let 4 be a fixed integer > 2.  A positive integer is

said to be ze-free, if it is not divisible by the &th power of any prime.   5,(x)

and  Q,(x)  denote, respectively, the number and the sum of ¿-free integers

not exceeding  x.   Let the error terms be denoted by A,(x)  and   A,(x),  i.e.,

Afc(x) = Qkix) - x/Cik)    and    A¿(x) = g¿(x) - x2/2Íik).

It has been proved by the author [l] that on assumption of Riemann

hypothesis,

(1.1) A'kix)-xAkix)= Oix1+1/2k+£)

and

(1.2) ij* Akit)dt=Oixl/2k+e).

The details, other notations, and related references can be found in [ll.

In this note, we first point out a false argument (which has been pointed

out by Dr. D. Suryanarayana in personal correspondence to the author), and

in the last section we give a correct argument (which has been found inde-

pendently by Dr. Suryanarayana and the author).

2. False argument.   On p. 330 of [l], it is concluded that  I22 = 0(1)  as

follows:

'»■r.i-jr-   ■ ■•- - - -     -*
(2.1)

_fGre +1)_
¿0+ fe+ ik^ + t + ¿*)—(¿ + m + e+ ¿z)

o(L. J"1 ¿1/2-1/471+6^    by Theorems 2 and 3

= 0(1).

The false argument takes place at the second step of the above argu-

ment, for it is derived using the results which are true if   \t\ —► oo.   But

since here the range of integration is finite, these results cannot be used.
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3. Correct argument.   Assuming the Riemann hypothesis to be true, it

would be clear from the details of [l] that the integrand in (2.1) is analytic,

hence continuous and bounded for —1 < t < 1.  Therefore,   ¡22 = 0(1).

We   note   that   actually,   /?, = fcFis)ds   where    C   is   the line seg-

ment   joining   1/26 + e - i   and 1/2& + e + i and

Fis) = Cis)/Ciks)sis + 1) .. - is + m),

and s ~ a + it is a complex variable.  On the R.H.S.  Fis) is analytic in the

half-plane a > l/2z« except at s = 1.

The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Dr. D. Suryanarayana

for pointing out the mistake and, then, suggesting a correct proof.
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